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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a global conversation (and debate) about LGBT issues in pretty much every country. Used to thinking about exclusion from the human rights perspective:  victim of violence, arrested for sexual behavior or speaking out, out of school, lost job, forced to marry a different sex partner rejected by family.  Harms most obvious to individual, some econ.Expanding from HR to include Ec Dev. Can also look at the economic impacts of those outcomes.  Reframe from a complementary perspective. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick global view--Where is the debate?  Variation in countries, but first big point is that concerns about inclusion or exclusion of LGBT people exist in every country in the world.  Growing acceptance, but this recent snapshot shows that there is much variation over countries.   (Will talk later about differences in policies.)Even in accepting countries still have pockets of disagreement, lack of agreement.  Acceptance doesn’t = behavior.   Attitudes are thoughts.  Pew Research Global Attitudes Project http://www.pewglobal.org/2013/06/04/the-global-divide-on-homosexuality/----- Meeting Notes (8/13/15 07:28) -----Evidence of stigma



Source: Pew Research  
Global Attitudes Project   

Should Society Accept Homosexuality? 

Relatively accepting of homosexuality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Philippines looks good compared with Asia & pacific neighborsPew Research Global Attitudes Project http://www.pewglobal.org/2013/06/04/the-global-divide-on-homosexuality/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again looks good!
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Source:  Pew Research Center Global Views on Morality 

But most believe homosexuality is 
morally unacceptable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still some issues with homosexuality, tho. More personal sensibility. See this separation between tolerance and moral acceptability in many cases---US only moving fairly recently. Phil. also much more unaccept on abortion, extramarital affairs, premarital sex, divorce—all much more unacceptable than H’y;  gambling is next.  Alcohol and contraception use not see as unacceptable by majority.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what impact does the continuing stigma have on LGBT people and the economy? I will draw primarily on several recent studies that I’ve been working on (they represent a much larger body of research by myself and other scholars), start with person, move up to the 35000 foot view. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
See individual outcomes that are part of SDGs and development programs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point to individual outcomes mainly.See individual outcomes that are part of SDGs and development programsCan map directly onto broader outcomes—will come back to that.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can look at this from the business angle:  lower productivity and other effects can hurt businesses. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should employers care? What’s in it for them?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employers are worried by stigma: link equal treatment to business outcomesUS amicus briefs signed by over 100 companies, many multinationals, related to right to marryPut it in their own word  ALSO NOT JUST M.E.Absenteeism;  Lower productivity;  Risk of costly turnoverSee the impact of positive business policies and public policies (or negative ones) in growing business lit that shows links between inclusive treatment and helpful characteristics and outcomes.  



LGBT-supportive policies and workplace climates 
generate economic benefits for employers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can see these effects (or connected impacts) of stigma in a growing body of research.In a few cases there were studies that found no effect, or the opposite effect of the business benefit hypothesis.  These effects improve productivity and lower labor costs of turnover.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what impact does the continuing stigma have on LGBT people and the economy? Can add this up to see what the impact of exclusion of LGBT is at the country level.
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Presentation Notes
These are the effects I was able to measure for a case study of India. Canada:  health costs as much as $5 billion for small number of conditions could quantify



World Bank Case Study:   
Cost of LGBT Exclusion in India 

The model can estimate:  
• Lost productivity caused by discrimination 

in workplace 
• Impact of family constraints on decision-

making about labor force participation 
• Cost of health disparities:  HIV, depression, 

suicide 

Rough estimate: 0.1 to 1.4% of GDP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COUNTRY LEVEL Other costs cannot be modeled with current data:   education, emigration, costs to familiesBroader positive effects of inclusion:  increase attraction to skilled labor, investment, widening options for women, savings on health and other costsNo estimates in the study, but a back-of-the-envelope calculation (NOT in the report) is 0.1 to 1.4% of GDP. 



A sketch of a model for  
The Philippines (Zhang, 2015) 

(1)  Lost labor productivity 
• ~ 3% of young Filipino young men reported 

same-sex attraction (Manalastas, 2013) 

• Assumption: 10% global gay wage gap  
• (10% x average earnings) * (3% x labor force) 
  = $254 million 

PLEASE DO NOT CITE! 



A sketch of a model for  
The Philippines (Zhang, 2015) 

(2)  Health disparities 
• HIV (UNAIDS) 

– MSM prevalence:  3.3% 
– Assume about 3 times higher than population (less 

than 1%), rate cut in half without stigma and exclusion 
• Suicide 

– Population: 2.9 per 100,000 (WHO) 

– Suicide ideation for young same-sex attracted men 
twice that of diff-sex (Manalastas, 2013) 

– Assume LGBT suicide rate twice than of population 
• Use DALYs for cost:  total $293 million 

 

PLEASE DO NOT CITE 



A sketch of a model for  
The Philippines (Zhang, 2015) 

• Workplace:   $284 million 
• Two Health disparities: $293 million 
• TOTAL: $548 million 
 

 0.2% of GDP 

PLEASE DO NOT CITE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to think about the cost is to compare countries to see if those with more inclusion are doing better economically.  Call this the 35000 foot view. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Took a different approach at the big 35,000 foot view, macro. 



Positive correlation of rights with GDP 
per capita, 2011 
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Global Index on Legal Recognition of Homosexual Orientation  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GILRHO includes:  legal consensual homosexual acts between adults, presence of nondiscrimination laws, family rights (adoption and recognition of partnerships)PHILIPPINES:  hasn’t changed much, from 2 to 3—2 for no criminalization of homosexual sex and equal age of consent;  got .5 for partial coverage of nondisc in employment and in goods & services.



Transgender rights positively 
correlated with GDP per capita 2011 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We only have one year of the Transgender Rights Index.



Econometric findings  

One additional 
right 

+ $320 GDP 
per cap (3%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We ran regressions on data on rights and economics going back to 1990 to measure the impact of rights after controlling for other important factors that are related to GDP per capita: country, year fixed effects; population, employment, capital stock, international trade, education.  See similar correlations looking at 133 countries in world;  also positive if limit to East asia & pacific, or to catholic countries.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summarize:  Looking at this from indiv to employer to country level:  Potentially large impact across all levels. Human capital model is the improvements in personal outcomes, good for individuals and employers, living closer to potential contribution to the economy.Capabilities:  Ability for people to do and be what they value. From the cross-national perspective, links could be broader.  Might be a strategy for companies to attract tourists, foreign direct investmentClose:  see micro links that suggest that there’s a causal effect of inclusion; even at macro level go hand-in-hand in a reinforcing cycle.  Good for all levels.  



Ideas  Action 
• UN Development Programme 
• World Bank 
• Inter-American Development Bank 
• Development agencies in 

– United States (USAID) 
– Sweden 
– Norway 
– Netherlands 
– UK 
– Germany 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Act on this in developing countries—practical implications.  Are LGBT getting the benefits of development? Are they able to fully contribute to that development process?
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